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Update categories are not visible in Web > List
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Assignee:  % Done: 0%
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Target version:    
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PHP Version:  Is Regression:  
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Description

How to reproduce

Set up

In LIVE workspace

Go to Web > List

Configure some records (e.g., "pages") to show additional column "categories"

Make sure you have one or more categories assigned to your record

This looks like that:

 

Problem with changed categories

Switch to some workspace

Edit your record and select other categories

The categories from LIVE are still being shown

Problem with new records

Switch to some workspace

Create a new record

Assign one or more categories

"N/A" is being shown, just as if no categories were set (certainly same problem as before, "LIVE" content is being shown instead

of the workspace one)

This looks like that:
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Reproduced on TYPO3 v8, probably impacts older releases as well.

Related issues:

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #82946: Categories get lost when translating cont... New 2017-11-07

History

#1 - 2017-08-29 14:33 - Anke Altintop

I've got the same problem within workspaces but I also noticed this problem even without using workspaces.

Sometimes categories aren't loaded (I couldn't find out why so far), which editors don't notice, if they are in another tab than the main content. After

saving the element, all categories are gone.

#2 - 2017-11-07 21:55 - Till Kleisli

- Related to Bug #82946: Categories get lost when translating content elements created in a draft workspace added

#3 - 2020-03-12 22:56 - Riccardo De Contardi

This issue is still reproducible on 10.4.0-dev (latest master)

#4 - 2020-03-13 09:17 - Xavier Perseguers

This is another problem but nevertheless:

Sometimes categories aren't loaded (I couldn't find out why so far), which editors don't notice, if they are in another tab than the main content.

After saving the element, all categories are gone.

 I experienced the not-loading categories few weeks ago with a client. Cannot say if it would have impacted save and losing relations but I suspect the

categories didn't load because the person was traveling in a train and the connection wasn't very stable. Categories are loaded asynchronously after

the editing mask is shown. So you may have the editing mask but not yet the categories. Possibly the cause.

#5 - 2020-03-13 09:30 - Anke Altintop

Xavier Perseguers wrote:

This is another problem but nevertheless:

Sometimes categories aren't loaded (I couldn't find out why so far), which editors don't notice, if they are in another tab than the main

content. After saving the element, all categories are gone.

 I experienced the not-loading categories few weeks ago with a client. Cannot say if it would have impacted save and losing relations but I

suspect the categories didn't load because the person was traveling in a train and the connection wasn't very stable. Categories are loaded

asynchronously after the editing mask is shown. So you may have the editing mask but not yet the categories. Possibly the cause.

 Yes it was, I fixed this issue myself within https://forge.typo3.org/issues/81891 ;)

#6 - 2021-12-01 16:30 - Benni Mack

- Status changed from New to Closed

This bug is now fixed in TYPO3 v11. Just tested this again in v11. We cleaned up the BackendUtility::getProcessedValue function
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